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How It Began… 
 
ScienceLogic was founded in 2003 by technology professionals who are intensely focused on making IT 
management simpler, better, and faster. Veterans of the information technology and network/enterprise 
management industries, they had directly experienced frustration that the tools and software available for 
IT professionals were expensive, inefficient, were not intuitive, and lacked sufficient functionality. They 
found that the majority of IT departments, over time, have evolved to using a collection of ping tools, 
home-grown apps, spread sheets and/or databases, and perhaps a thick-client application or two to 
manage their infrastructure. ScienceLogic knew there was a better way. 
 
Drawing from their experience, expertise, and market knowledge, as well as their work with countless IT 
professionals, the ScienceLogic team designed and developed the EM7™ System. An appliance-based 
Relational Infrastructure Management (RIM) system, the EM7 System incorporates most of the 
applications, tools, and reporting features that IT professionals really need in one easy-to-use, highly 
flexible solution. The EM7 System helps today’s technologists comprehensively solve important, ongoing 
service-level impact problems without the frustration and complexities of most management products.   
 
The ScienceLogic EM7 System can be deployed in hours -- not weeks -- and fully configured and 
customized to meet the need of any environment in just days rather than months. The direct 
incorporation of workflow and productivity tools into the same data structure as reporting and 
network/system management provides users with a truly holistic view into all aspects of their IT 
operations, while increasing user and management efficiency. ScienceLogic offers a full range of EM7 
Systems designed to meet the budget and management needs of organizations of all sizes. These 
products allow customers to start small and grow fast, yielding a high – and quick -- return on investment 
while improving operational reporting and practices. In short, ScienceLogic has created a set of products 
that are T ans o ming IT Management.  

A New Product Category 
 
Having developed a system with functionality and capabilities too unique to fit within any of the 
established product categories, the ScienceLogic team found that they needed a new category to 
describe the EM7 System’s patent-pending process of integrating disparate IT infrastructure 
management, security and compliance systems and aligning them with business processes via a 
centralized single pane-of-glass portal interface and common data store. Putting the EM7 system into any 
currently existing category would not reflect its unique architecture and capabilities. Thus, Relational 
Infrastructure Management (RIM) was conceived. 
 
 
Competitive Advantage 
 
The EM7 System was built from the ground up as a Relational Infrastructure Management solution. As a 
result, it is one of the most advanced, flexible, and affordable management products on the market 
today. Its competitive advantages include: 

 Patent-pending technology that combines the functionality of at least eight IT management 
capabilities in one easy-to-use product 

 Framework functionality at a fraction of competitors' purchase price  
 3-5 day organization-wide implementation  
 Intuitive functionality and interfaces that require minimal training  
 Low maintenance requirements via Auto Update features 



 A web-based interface that enables real-time troubleshooting or maintenance assistance  
 The ability to begin discovering devices and software within 30-minutes of installation  
 A “Single Source of Truth” architecture and design philosophy that stores all mission critical IT 

infrastructure information within a single data store. 

Primary Markets 
 
ScienceLogic serves a broad range of industries. The company’s client base includes organizations from 
the following sectors: Government, Department of Defense, Internet Service Providers, Healthcare, 
Banking and Finance, and Government Contractors. 
 
Solution Set 
 
The EM7 System from ScienceLogic is flexible, easy to use, quick to deploy and offers the most efficient 
architecture and portal delivery model in the industry.  
 

• EM7 Management Sys ems – ScienceLogic offers three systems that provide extensive 
management capability to a range of organizations with small to enterprise-class networks. The 
E1500 is ideal for environments with about 200 devices under management; the E2500 handles up to 
400 devices; and the E4500 is ideal for enterprise-class networks. 
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• EM7 Extens on Systems – ScienceLogic offers extension systems to enhance and increase the 
capability of the EM7 system: the E7500 High-Availability Database; the E1540 Application Server; 
and the E1550 Remote Collector.

• EM7 Bundle Packages – ScienceLogic’s EM7 also is configured in three bundles that provide 
integrated systems for various size networks and applications. These are the Enterprise Starter Kit 
(medium-large network environments; the Provider Starter Kit (for extra redundancy or very large 
networks); and the Extreme Starter Kit (for environments with thousands of managed entities). 

 
Partners 
 
ScienceLogic has relationships with a number of resellers who currently are selling the EM7 systems.  
A complete list of resellers is available at http://www.sciencelogic.com/index.php?ex=partner/buy  
 
 
Corporate Headquarters 
 
14100 Park Meadow Drive 
Suite 100 
Chantilly, VA 20151 
 
Contact us at: 
1-800-724-5644 (1-800-SCI-LOGI)  
info@sciencelogic.com 
 
For more information about ScienceLogic and the EM7 System, visit www.sciencelogic.com. 
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